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ABSTRACT 

 
New nuclear power plants are being designed with the digital Instrumentation and Control (I&C) as the 

backbone for the functions of protection, control, monitoring and display and with digital Human-System 

Interface (HSI). In this new environment, rather than play physical control actions, the operators begin to act as 

decision makers and, within this context, the Human Factors Engineering (HFE) has become an integral part of 

the projects. As the operational experience with the use of digital I&C systems and HSI is limited since, besides 

the small number of applications, it is proprietary, the objective of this work is to carry out an assessment in 

order to identify the most relevant aspects of a digital HSI project. The proposed model is based on concepts of 

fuzzy logic, uses MATLAB for data processing, defines criteria for evaluation and quantification of impacts in 

the project and has been applied to the General Principles and the Guidelines presented in the NUREG-0700. 

The assessment indicated that the Guidelines for User-Interface Interaction and Management, for Information 

Display and for Computer-Based Procedures System should be carefully evaluated in the design of a digital HSI 

considering the new Users Tasks Demand, the Organization of HSI Elements and the Work Environment. 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The Control Room represents the central nervous system of a Nuclear Power Plant and 

contains the necessary information to monitor and control its processes as well as the 

resources for the manual actions required in its various Modes of Operation [1]. 

 

The first generation of control rooms consisted entirely of conventional panels with fixed and 

discrete components such as indicators, recorders, manual switches and alarm panels. 

Instrumentation signals were processed through electronic modules installed in cabinets. In 

them the operators had a visual and auditory perception of the whole control panel, being able 

to identify abnormalities through signaling or alarm actuation and performed physical control 

actions. In addition, they usually worked in the standing position. 

 

The analysis of the accident at the Three Mile Island (TMI) nuclear power plant in the United 

States, in 1979, led to a number of regulatory recommendations and requirements that had a 
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major impact on control room design, increasing significantly the operational requirements 

related to panel ergonomics, the resources and the facilities to deal with emergency situations 

[2]. 

 

Human Factors Engineering (HFE) was then used to assess the operators functions and the 

control room interfaces design. Such assessments include anthropometric considerations and, 

mainly, human virtues and cognitive limitations, which, in the end, are applied to the control 

rooms design and to operating procedures development with the purpose of reducing 

potential human errors [3]. 

 

New nuclear power plants are being designed with digital Instrumentation and Control (I&C) 

as the backbone for protection, control, monitoring, and indication functions, where 

information is presented on monitors, so that "visual perception of the whole control panel" is 

done in a sequentially, through screen navigation, with operators acting as decision makers 

[3]. Contrary in analogue control rooms, operators work in a seated position. However, 

operational experience with the use of digital HSI is restricted, which requires extensive 

studies for the project development and validation and, at the same time, enhances the 

relevance of an HFE Plan in the project. 

 

The objective of this work was to evaluate the impact, in terms of control room crews 

behavior and performance, of the High Level Principles in the Guidelines presented in the 

NUREG-0700 for the evaluation of digital HSI projects, in order to identify the most relevant 

aspects of digital HSI design. An efficient interface is important not only to prevent human 

error, but also to help the operator to cope with unexpected events [4].  

 

This work is structured as follows: Section 2 presents basic aspects of Fuzzy Logic. Section 3 

presents the Data for Evaluation. In Section 4, the Methodology for the Evaluation used is 

described. Section 5 presents the Evaluation Results and, Section 6, the Conclusions. 

 

 

2. FUZZY LOGIC 

 

The theory of sets and fuzzy logic proposed by Lotfi A. Zadeh, professor of the University of 

California at Berkley (Zadeh, 1965) [5], presents a form of uncertainty treatment, defining 

membership degree in the interval [0,1] . 

 

While classical logic is based on the classical theory of sets, fuzzy logic is based on fuzzy 

sets theory, allowing providing exact representations of concepts and relationships that are 

vague, where the transition between belonging and not belonging to a set is gradual and is 

characterized by membership functions. In addition, we can represent not only this 

knowledge, but also use it to the fullest extent, taking into account the type and the form of 

uncertainties. 

 

Fuzzy logic approaches human reasoning in the use of inaccurate information, which allows 

the modeling of complex systems with a higher level of abstraction from knowledge and 

experience. 

 

In this work, the Mamdani Method [6] was used to process the input data and the Center of 

Gravity Method (COG) was used to determine the output values (defuzzification), defined by 

the following equation: 
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u = 

Σi bi ʃµ(i) 

Σi ʃµ(i) 
 

(1) 

 

where u is the output value, bi represents the center of the membership function, where it 

reaches the peak for rule (i) and ʃ µ(i) represents the area under the membership function µ(i). 

 

 

3. DATA FOR EVALUATION 

Some aspects of the HSI should be properly evaluated in order to provide operators with 

support to understand the plant's operational conditions and to respond promptly and 

correctly to them. Examples of conventional and digital control rooms are shown in figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1:  Conventional and Digital Control Rooms [1] 

 

 

In the United States, the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) uses 3 documents that 

today represent the state of the art in terms of guidelines for evaluating HSI projects: The 

HFE aspects of nuclear power plant projects are evaluated according to NUREG-0800 

(Standard Review Plan - Human Factors Engineering) [7]. Detailed project review procedures 

are presented in the NUREG-0711 (Human Factors Engineering Program Review Model) [8]. 

As part of the review process, interfaces between operators and plant systems/components are 

evaluated for compliance with the HFE requirements as set forth in the NUREG-0700 

(Human-System Interface Design Review Guidelines) [2]. 

 

The NUREG-0700 Guidelines are organized into 4 parts, which, in turn, are divided into 

sections: Part I - Basic HSI Elements, Part II - HSI Systems, Part III - Workstation and 

Workplace Design and Part IV – HSI Support. The parts are composed by 59 sections. 

 

In Appendix A of the NUREG-0700 are presented the High Level HSI Design Review 

Principles. These Principles represent generic characteristics of the HSI that are necessary to 

support the users performance and can be used to support the evaluation of the HSI aspects 

defined in a general way in the NUREG-0700 guidelines itself. In some cases, the 

characterization is more comprehensive than the guidelines for project evaluation. This 

situation occurs when a particular aspect of a topic is identified as important for human 
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performance, but there is not enough technical basis to support the development of detailed 

guidelines for the project evaluation. There are 18 principles divided into 4 categories: 

General Principles, Primary Task Design, Secondary Task Control and Task Support. 

 

 

4. METHODOLOGY FOR EVALUATION 

 

This work aimed to carry out an impact assessment of the High Level Principles in the 

Guidelines for digital HSI projects validation, presented in the NUREG-0700. The Impact 

represents how much the HSI functionality, defined in the project, can make difficult the 

tasks execution by the operators, compromising the control room crews behavior and 

performance. 

 

In order to do so, a model was developed where the Probability of Occurrence (P) and the 

Consequence (C) of the High Level Principles in the Guidelines for evaluation of the digital 

HSI project are estimated and, from this, the Impact (I) values are determined. 

 

Probability of Occurrence indicates how much a High Level Principle can influence the 

content of a Guideline. The Consequence indicates how a High Level Principle can influence 

the content of a Guideline (by imposing additional boundary conditions or adding new 

characteristics).  

 

The probability and consequence combinations define the classification and relevance of 

impacts, indicating their potential to affect the project objectives. 

 

A High Level Guidelines / Principles Matrix (59x18) was used where the elements represent 

the impact classifications obtained from the combination of the qualitative classifications of 

probabilities and consequences. Such a matrix is partially shown in figure 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2:  Impact Classification Matrix 

 

 

A qualitative analysis for each element of the matrix of Figure 2, that is, the influence of a 

High Level Principle on a Guideline, defines probability and consequence by levels of 

significance such as "high", "medium" and "low" and evaluates The resulting impact 

according to qualitative criteria. 
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For the evaluation, the interval [0.5] was considered for the three variables Probability, 

Consequence and Impact, as indicated in table 1. 

 

 

Table 1:  Scale of Variables Values 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Membership Functions for each of the three variables were also chosen in a similar way, 

according to figure 3, where the classifications presented in table 1 are indicated. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3:  Membership Functions 

 

 

The set of rules, a total of 25, was established symmetrically according to the structure below 

and is indicated in table 2, where the matrix element represents the impact as a function of 

probability and consequence, as in table 1 classification. 

 

If Probability is very low and Consequence is very little harmful then Impact is none or 

small impact 

 

If Probability is low and Consequence is little harmful then Impact is tolerable impact 

 

If Probability is medium and Consequence is average loss then Impact is average impact 

 

If Probability is high and Consequence is high loss then Impact is high impact 

 

If Probability is very high and Consequence is very harmful then Impact is not tolerable 

impact 
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Table 2:  Rule Set 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. EVALUATION RESULTS 

 

A total of 1062 evaluations were carried out with the proposed methodology from the 

NUREG-0700. The results are presented in Table 3, where Total indicates the number of 

occurrences of each Impact classification and "%" indicates the respective fraction. 

 

 

Table 3:  Evaluation Summary 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3 shows that the values obtained for Impacts (I) were outside the "Non Tolerable 

Impact" region. This situation occurred because the Principles, contained in NUREG-0700, 

are of a general nature and, therefore, did not present unprecedented criteria for application to 

the guidelines defined for the digital HSI project evaluation. 

 

In the evaluation of 16 of the 59 Sections, the values obtained for the Impact of all ;Principles 

were "No or Small Impact". Similarly, for 1 Principle the values obtained for Impact on all 

Sections was also "No or Small Impact". 

 

This result is consistent since, in the scope of HFE, additional considerations in some aspects 

of the digital HSI projects are expected, when compared to those of conventional HSI. 
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The analysis of the results indicated that 16 out of the 59 Sections of the Guidelines (27.12%) 

have had 146 of the 195 occurrences (74.90%) of "High Impact" evaluation. The Sections of 

the Guidelines that were most affected were those related to the aspects of User-Interface 

Interaction and Management, Information Display and Computer-Based Procedures System. 

 

On the other hand, 6 out of the 18 Principles (33.33%) presented 118 of the 195 occurrences 

(60.50%) of "High Impact" evaluation. These principles are those related to Users Tasks, the 

Organization of HSI Elements and the Work Environment. 

 

The assessment indicated that the impact of the High Level Principles on the Guidelines for 

evaluating digital HSI projects can be summarized in 3 aspects: Environment, HSI 

Organization and Tasks. The Sections of the Guidelines for evaluating digital HSI projects 

more influenced by the High Level Principles can be combined into three groups: Interface 

Management, Information Display, and Computer-Based Procedures. 

 

The surface of solutions found by the methodology proposed in this work is represented in 

figure 4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4:  Surface of Solutions 

 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

 

This work aimed to carry out an impact assessment of the High Level Principles in the 

Guidelines presented in the NUREG-0700 for the evaluation of digital HSI projects. 

 

The data for evaluation were added to a Probability/Consequence Matrix as a means of 

combining qualitative classifications of probabilities and consequences in order to produce an 

impact classification. In it, the combinations of probability and consequence define the 

classification and importance of impacts indicating their potential to affect the project 

objectives. 

 

In order to perform the evaluation, from the estimates of Probability of Occurrence (P) and 

Consequence (C) of the High Level Principles in the Guidelines for Evaluation of digital HSI 

project, fuzzy logic and MATLAB were used to determine the Impacts (I) values. 
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The results of the evaluation were placed in the matrix and the final analysis indicated that 

the impact of the High Level Principles in the Guidelines for evaluating digital HSI projects 

can be summarized in 3 aspects: Environment, HSI Organization and Tasks. The Sections of 

the Guidelines for evaluating digital HSI projects more influenced by the High Level 

Principles can be combined into three groups: Interface Management, Information Display, 

and Computer-Based Procedures. 

 

The evaluation indicated that the Guidelines for Interface Management, for Information 

Display, and for Computer-Based Procedures use should be carefully evaluated in the digital 

HSI design considering the Users Tasks, the Organization of HSI Elements and the Work 

Environment. 

 

Thus, the implementation of digital HSI requires the re-evaluation of concepts already widely 

accepted and validated for conventional control room projects, in order to contemplate the 

significant change in the work environment and consider the new way of acting and the new 

profile of the operators. 

 

Consequently, as indicated in the NUREG-0800, an HFE Plan must be developed, including 

the 12 (twelve) elements of NUREG-0711 and implemented in the design stage of the HSI. 
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